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Abstract 

 

Bubble columns are widely used a gas-liquid contactors in industrial processes for carrying out 

gas-liquid two phase and gas-liquid-solid three phase contacting operation in the areas of chemical, 

petrochemical, biochemical and environmental engineering applications. There are many 

techniques available to measure the characteristics of the flow in the bubble column.Electrical 

tomography (ERT, ,ECT and EIT), PIV, X-Ray tomography and the gamma ray tomography are 

some of the techniques used to measure the internal flow dynamics non intrusively.  

A high speed dual plane electrical resistance tomography (ERT) system and high speed video 

camera were applied to a bubble column for the estimation of time averaged gas hold-up and 

bubble size distribution (BSD) respectively. 

An ERT system gives the images based on the internal conductivity distribution of a bubble 

column content from the measured boundary voltages of. Although ERT is attractive in terms of 

its much higher scanning rate, but the key challenge is to obtain enough accurate definition of 

phase boundaries. Using a dual-plane high speed ERT system, measurement of two phase 

distributions are examined. The experiments are carried out in a 4 inch inner diameter and 

thickness of 5 mm bubble column. The results are presented in terms of the gas-holdup and bubble 

size distribution for various gas flow rates and for different spargers. The tomographic images 

were created through modified sensitivity back projection algorithm and compared with other 

improved reconstruction algorithms. It is confirmed by ERT that the gas-holdup increases with 

increasing the air flow rate. In order to compare the reliability of ERT measurements, a high speed 

video camera was used to get bubble size distribution from where we can calculate the average gas 

holdup. Bubble characteristics such as shape, size, count and motion were analyzed using an image 

analysis method. 

It has been observed that bubble size distribution is more at central region of bubble column and 

gas holdup value increases with the increase of gas feed flowrate. Almost the same trend was 

observed with the ERT data obtained and percentage of error was estimated as 36.146 % for 1mm 

sparger. 
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Nomenclature 

 

€ Gas Holdup 

𝞼 Conductivity  

j Current density 

u Electric potential 

E Electric field  

ρ Resistivity 

J Jacobian 

JT Transpose of Jacobian 

el electrode area 

U vector of nodal voltages 

Il vector of injected currents 

Vl vector of electrode voltages 
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Abbreviations 

ERT Electrical Resistance tomography 

DAS Data acquisition system 

EIT Electrical impedance tomography 

TV Total variation 

GN Guass Newton 

LBP Linear back projection  

PIV Particle image velocimetry 

CFD Computational fluid dynamics 

AC Alternate current 

IRA Image reconstruction algorithm 

ITS Industrial tomography system 

HSVC High speed video camera 

ECT Electrical Capacitance tomography 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

1.1) Background: 

Bubble columns are devices in which gas, in the form of bubbles, comes in contact with liquid. 

They are widely used due to their ease of operation and ability to enable good gas/liquid mixing 

and high heat transfer rates in a controlled manner [2][5]. These are widely used in industrial 

processes for carrying out gas-liquid two phase and gas-liquid-solid three phase contacting 

operation in the areas of chemical, petrochemical, biochemical and environmental engineering 

applications, such as petroleum refining, hydrogenation, oxidation, chlorination, crystallization, 

fermentation, coal treatment, gas absorption, wastewater treatment and production of methanol or 

other environmental alternative fuels etc.[1][18] 

Bubble column construction is of vertically arranged cylindrical column as shown in figure 1. Gas 

is introduced at the bottom of the column with the help of a sparger and causes a turbulent stream 

to enable optimum gas-liquid mixing. It requires less energy than mechanical stirring. The liquid 

can be in co-current flow or in counter-current. The gas is dispersed to create small bubbles and 

distribute them uniformly over the cross section of the equipment to maximize the intensity of 

mass transfer.  

 

Fig1. Bubble column 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbulence
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A distinct feature of a bubble column is intense back-mixing of the liquid phase[5]. Despite its 

limitations due to back-mixing of gas phase or liquid phase, bubble columns in general offer many 

advantages over other multiphase reactors such as operation simplicity, minimal space 

requirements, the simplicity of their construction and maintenance, cost-effective technology, low 

energy consumption[1]. In Bubble Column flow regime can be homogeneous, heterogeneous or 

slug flow. 

1.2) Important Performance Parameters of Bubble Column: 

There are many parameters in bubble column which effects the efficiency of product. Some of 

them are gas distribution, flow regimes, fluid dynamics, bubble size, bubble rise, dispersion of the 

liquid, and the gas phase, gas holdup and specific interfacial area.[1] 

a) Gas distribution: Usually, the gas is dispersed to create small bubbles and distribute them 

uniformly over the cross section of the equipment to maximize the intensity of mass transfer. The 

formation of fine bubbles is especially desirable in the homogeneous flow. Gas distribution is done 

by using spargers. 

b) Flow regimes: The upward motion of bubbles gives rise to three distinct flow regimes. 

Homogenous flow is caused by narrow bubble size distribution and they are well spread uniformly 

among cross section of column. The uniform distribution of gas bubbles vanishes at higher gas 

rates, and a highly turbulent flow structure appears known as heterogenous flow in which bubbles 

agglomerate and travels with high velocities. Slug flow occurs at high gas flow rates usually in 

small diameter columns used for laboratory. 

c) Bubble Size: Analysis of bubble size in bubble columns must distinguish between bubble-size 

distribution just after bubble formation at the sparger and size distribution further away from the 

distributor. Because of breakup and coalescence of the rising bubbles, the two distributions can 

differ significantly. 

d) Bubble Rise Velocity: In the homogeneous flow regime, bubbles of almost uniform size and 

shape rise in the form of a swarm distributed uniformly over the column cross section, where in 

heterogenous regime larger bubbles are formed by agglomeration. These are having significantly 

higher velocity than the small bubbles. Thus the quantity of gas transported by larger bubbles 

linearly increases with gas velocity. 

e) Gas Holdup: Gas holdup is a dimensionless key parameter for design purposes that characterizes 

transport phenomena of bubble columns[3]. Gas holdup is defined as the volume of the gas phase 
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divided by the total volume of the dispersion[20]. At high flow rates the gas holdup decreases in 

cocurrent systems because gas bubbles pass through the column more quickly. In contrast, the gas 

holdup rises in countercurrent systems[6]. The basic factors affecting gas holdup are: superficial 

gas velocity, liquid properties, column dimensions, operating temperature and pressure, gas 

sparger design, solid phase properties 

 

1.3) ERT w.r.to Bubble Column: 

Measurement of two-phase flow parameters are having much importance in many industrial 

processes such as physical, chemical and petroleum industrial processes. On-line measurement of 

two-phase flow parameters not only helps us analyze the effect of the flow pattern on phase fraction 

and flow rate measurement but also plays an important role in the safety of operation and the 

reliability of practical processes. ERT helps us to detect complex mixing conditions of two phase 

flow and to measure parameters involved inside a process vessel/tank. ERT uses conductive 

sensors on the wall of the process vessel to inject current and then sense voltage differences from 

which the conductivity of the electrolyte inside the process vessel can be measured using forward 

and inverse problems. It uses reconstruction algorithm to analyze the raw data obtained 

[6][4][9][10].  

Many researchers attempted to characterize the bubble column and two-phase flow using the 

ERT/EIT in the past. Many of them measured the gas holdups, velocity profiles, rising velocities 

and bubble size distribution. M.wang et al (2000) concluded that higher viscosity fluid creates a 

higher hold up and used Linear back projection method (LBP) to reconstruct images. Yixin Ma et 

al (2001) concluded that combining the conventional ERT technique and the Liquid Level 

Detection method can greatly enhances the ERT system to monitor horizontal conductive 

gas/liquid pipe flow. A.D. Okonkwo et al (2012) studied the hydrodynamics of ionic liquids in a 

bubble column. Haibo Jin et al (2013) studied the characteristics of multi-stage bubble column 

which was having more advantages than conventional bubble column. 

 

1.4) ERT Limitations: 

ERT is yet to be implemented to the large scale industrial operations (large diameter vessels) the 

reason may be of noise issues in industrial areas as ERT is influential to noise generated by sensors. 
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The main drawback of ERT system is its low spatial resolution[2] and it is also sensitive to the 

electrodes location arrangements. The spatial resolution of the ERT is in the range of 3-10% of the 

equipment diameter. Limitations also includes that it cannot define the source of the conductivity 

change[14]. Using other technologies together with ERT may have the potential to further enhance 

its abilities and eliminate its limitations.[7] 

 

1.5) Air-water Dispersive flow: 

The gas-liquid dispersion is one of the most important characteristics and application of Bubble 

column. Due to the large-scale circulation flow both the liquid and gas phases are dispersed. The 

formation of large and small bubbles, coalescence, and breakup results in additional dispersion in 

the gas phase. Whereas the gas phase in a bubble column with a smaller diameter flows with 

virtually no back-mixing, large units behave more like stirred tanks[1]. The gas-phase dispersion 

depends mainly on gas velocity and column diameter than does that of the liquid phase. Even 

though the bubble column has simple geometry and operation, the flow behavior inside the bubble 

column is complex and is characterized by gas holdup profiles, radial, axial and tangential 

superficial gas velocities plots. 

The liquid phase property has an impact on bubble formation and/or coalescing tendencies and 

hence is an important factor affecting gas holdup. An increase in liquid viscosity results in large 

bubbles and thus higher bubble rising velocities and lower gas holdup. Flow regime can be of 

homogeneous, heterogeneous and slug flow. 

1.6) Significance of Bubble column Characteristics: 

The gas holdup, Bubble size distribution, superficial gas/liquid velocity in the bubble column 

operation is important and they indicate bubble column performance. Radial gas holdup profiles 

were seen a sharper inclination at central region of column with an increase of gas velocity (Haibo 

Jin et al 2007), With increase in superficial gas velocity (SGV), solid and gas concentration 

(holdup) increases (Haibo Jin et al 2007). Gas holdup increases as ionic concentration increases 

and Velocity profile decreases with an increase in superficial gas velocity(A.D. Okonkwo et al 

2012). Gas holdup increases with Ug (Superficial gas velocity) and radial distribution was high at 

centre of column for higher Ug (Haibo Jin et al 2013). Thus we can use ERT to know the effect of 

various parameters on gas holdup. 
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1.7) Scope of Work: 

Electrical resistance tomography can be used to get tomographic images to characterize the gas-

liquid flow in the bubble column. Image reconstruction algorithms are used to get the conductivity 

distributions inside the bubble column. Bubbles formation in the bubble column can be analyzed 

by using the ERT system. Effect of bubble size distribution and gas holdup can be predicted. 

Modified Sensitivity Back Projection algorithm, Linear back projection algorithm, Sensitivity 

coefficient back projection algorithm are used to construct the images from measured boundary 

voltages. The scope of this thesis is 

 Obtain the gas-holdup profiles by using high speed electrical resistance tomography 

system. 

 Validate the obtained gas-holdup profiles data with Image processing technique. 

 Track the bubble size distribution by using the High speed camera. 

 Compare the gas holdup profiles with different image reconstruction algorithms and 

different meshes for the ERT data analysis. 

 Study the effect of design parameters and operating conditions of bubble column on gas 

holdup. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

In processes for converting natural gas to liquid fuels, bubble-column reactors are finding 

increasing application[3]. So the investigation of important hydrodynamic parameters has gained 

considerable attention during the past 30 years. Particularly, in recent years, most of researchers 

have focused on the following researches, such as gas holdup, flow regime, bubble parameters 

(bubble size, bubble velocity and so on) and flow velocity. Gas holdup is one of the most important 

operating parameters because it not only governs void fraction and also gas-phase residence time 

but is also crucial for mass transfer between liquid and gas. All studies examine gas holdup because 

it plays an important role in design and analysis of bubble columns. Gas holdup depends mainly 

on gas flow rate, but also to a great extent on the gas – liquid system involved. Gas holdup can be 

measured by Differential pressure, Electrical Tomography, Laser probe, Image processing, 

ultrasonics, X/-ray absorption methods, Positron emission Tomography(PET), etc 

a) Pressure Differential method: The differential pressure method is widely used because of 

its simple apparatus and high accuracy[6]. A U-tube manometer or pressure transducers 

can be used to measure the pressure differences between any two points[7]. We can use 

below formula simply to calculate gas holdup[2][20] 

    =
𝑙−

𝑔ℎ

𝐻

−𝑔

     

b) Image Processing: It is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform some 

operations on it. It is a type of signal dispensation in which input is image, like video frame 

or photograph and output may be image or characteristics or parameters associated with 

that image. It usually involves treating the image as a two-dimensional signal and applying 

standard signal-processing techniques to it[19]. It is among rapidly growing technologies 

today, with its applications in various aspects of a business. Image processing forms core 

research area within engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

c) Tomography Methods: Currently, there are a number of tomographic techniques such as 

Positron emission tomography (PET), Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Ultrasonic 

systems, Optical and infrared tomography. Each of these techniques has its advantages, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-dimensional
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_(electrical_engineering)
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disadvantages and limitations.[14] The choice of a particular technique is usually directed 

by many factors such as physical properties of the components of multiphase flow, the 

desired spatial and temporal resolution of imaging, cost of the equipment, its physical 

dimensions and human resources needs to operate it, and potential hazards to the personnel 

involved (e.g. radiation)[12]. 

Considering all these factors we concluded that Electrical tomography is one of the best 

available methods having the desired requirements. It is relatively fast up to 200 images 

per second and simple to operate, has a rugged construction and is sufficiently robust to 

cope with most of the industrial environments[14][16][7]. 

 

2.1) Electrical Resistance Tomography:  

Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) is a measurement technique for obtaining information 

about internal structure or contents of a object or vessel non-intrusively[4]. Electrical Resistance 

Tomography (ERT) technique has greatly progressed since it was invented in the 1980s as a kind 

of Process Tomography technique[4][5][14]. ERT is a promising tool for the analysis of various 

unit operations, several process media, and for numerous purposes, with a lot of advantages, such 

as visualization, high speed, low cost, no radiation hazard, and non-intrusive, etc., it is a promising 

technique to monitor  widely existing industrial conductive two/multi-phase flows, not only 

providing conductivity images, but also helps us to measure some flow parameters, such as void 

fraction, the flow regime identification, investigating a solid–liquid filtration process, packed 

columns, flotation columns, precipitation processes, hydrocyclones, bubble columns and 

measurements of the angular velocity It has been also used on process vessels such as mixers, 

pipes, reactors, and fluidized beds and on various aqueous conductive media such as water, saline, 

pseudo plastic fluids and dairy products. Application of ERT to other sectors such as food 

processing (applying to media such as juice, oil, and dressings) and environmental (applying to 

media such as waste water) remains to be discovered.[14][17] 

2.1.1) Working Principle: An ERT system produces a cross-sectional image which helps us to 

know the distribution of conductivity of the contents of process vessels, from measurements taking 

at the boundary of the vessel. Working Principle of ERT is injecting a current between a pair of 

electrodes and measures the resultant voltage difference between remaining electrode pairs 

according to a predefined measurement strategy.[14] 
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2.2) ERT Hardware and Application: 

ERT mainly consists of three parts known as Sensors (electrodes), Data Acquisition System (DAS) 

and a Host computer. Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) technique is mainly used in medical 

and mineral processing industries 

Sensors: Sensor design is an important part of EIT as it plays a significant role in terms of the 

overall quality of data following image reconstruction. Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) 

sensors (Electrodes) can be used to obtain the conductivity data of two-phase flow at various 

positions, as well as information about the phase distribution and void fraction of the two-phase 

flow. The material for electrode construction depends largely on the process application. The 

material should be more conductive than the fluids being imaged in order to obtain reliable 

measurements[8][9][14]. Usually the electrode material is stainless steel, silver, gold, platinum, 

brass or silver palladium alloy. 

Electrodes are arranged at equal intervals around the boundary of a circular vessel in a vertical 

series. Coaxial or triaxial cables are used to connect the electrodes, in order to reduce the noise. 

Traditionally, electrode configuration in ERT comprises numerous sensors (typically 16) arranged 

equidistantly around the boundary of a vessel or pipe. 

Data Acquisition System: The Data Acquisition System (DAS) is responsible for obtaining the 

quantitative data describing the state of the conductivity distribution inside the vessel.  The DAS 

is connected to the electrodes and the PC containing the image reconstruction algorithms. 

Depending on variability and sensitivity to conductivity changes, there are various data collection 

strategies to choose from, including adjacent, strategy, opposite strategy, diagonal strategy and 

conducting boundary strategy[12]. Adjacent strategy is the most common strategy in conventional 

ERT due to minimal hardware requirements and fast image reconstruction. The data must be 

collected quickly and accurately in order to track small changes of conductivity in real-time thus 

allowing the image reconstruction algorithm to provide an accurate measurement of the true 

conductivity distribution[14]. 

Host Computer: IT is a PC with control and data processing software installed which also records 

the measured values and is usually capable of on-line image reconstruction with the help of 

reconstruction algorithms pre-installed in it[14][12]. 
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2.3) ERT Applications: 

ERT is a measurement technique mainly used for characterization of two-phase flow of which 

atleast they should have one medium having electrical conductivity. So ERT can be used in many 

unit operations in chemical engineering such as bubble columns, pipes, separators, mixing vessels, 

reactors, digesters, and hydrocyclones. ERT was performed on horizontal pipes with various 

diameters between 35mm (Stephenson et al. 2007b) to 85mm (Xu et al. 2010a). In the cases of 

vertical pipes, diameters varying from 50mm (Hua et al. 2004) to 125mm (Tan and Dong 2006) 

have been investigated. ERT was also applied to the mixing and storage vessels varying from 15-

40 cm in diameter (Miettinen et al. 2003;Simmons et al. 2009) to find out mixing characteristics. 

ERT was also applied to bubble columns by many researchers by placing the ERT above the gas 

distributor of acrylic-made bubble columns with inner diameters ranging from 5cm to 28cm 

(Fransolet et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2001; Fransolet et al. 2005;Toye et al. 2005; Jin et al. 2006; Jin 

et al. 2007, b; Vijayan et al. 2007; Jin et al. 2010).It was also applied to fluidized bed reactors 

(Razzak et al. 2007). 

 

S.No.  Author (Year)  ERT system  Applications  Remarks  

1  Haibo Jin et al 

(2000)  

2-planes,16 

electrodes, 

2 frames/second  

Measurement of gas holdup 

profiles in a gas liquid system  

Transition 

regime cannot 

be obtained  

2 D. Vlaev, 

M.Wanga, T. 

Dyakowski , R. 

Mann, B.D. 

Grieve(2000) 

UMIST mark 1b-E 

DAS 

Uneven filtrate flow, holes are 

partly blocked should be 

detectable by ERT 

Reconstructed 

sections are not 

uniform 

although they 

are symmetrical 

3 M.Wang et 

al(2001)  

Single plane 16 

electrode 

system,P2000 ERT 

system  

Measurements of the 

concentration and velocity 

distribution in mixing of miscible 

liquids  

Compared the 

tomographic 

data with the 

data obtained 

from 

conductivity 

probes  
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4 F. Dong et 

al(2005)  

2-planes,16 

electrodes,  ERT 

system prototype  

Measurement of disperse phase 

transient flow  

ERT system is 

combined with 

the correlation 

method to gain 

the transient 

flow-rate of the 

disperse phase.  

5 Chengzhi Tang 

et al (2006)  

2-planes,16 

electrodes, ITS 

Manchester, UK  

Estimating Gas Holdup via 

Pressure Difference 

Measurements  

More accurate 

gas holdup 

measurements 

can be made 

with pressure 

measurements  

6 H. Jin, et al 

(2007)  

2-planes, 16 

electrodes  

Analysis of bubble behaviors in 

bubble column  

Results are in 

good agreement 

with 

conventional 

Pressure 

transmitter 

technique  

7 Haibo jin et al 

(2007)  

2-planes, 16 

electrodes, ITS P 

2000  

ERT coupled with differential 

pressure measurement to 

determine phase hold ups in gas-

liquid- solid outer loop bubble 

column  

With increase in 

superficial gas 

velocity, solid 

and gas 

concentration 

(holdup) 

increases,  

8 A.D. Okonkwo 

et al (2012)  

2-planes, 16 

electrodes, ITS P 

2000  

Characterization of a High 

Concentration Ionic Bubble 

Column  

Effect of surface 

tension on ionic 

liquids. 
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9 Haibo Jin et 

al(2013)  

2-planes, 16 

electrodes, ITS 

P2000  

Distribution Characteristics of 

holdups in a multi-stage bubble 

were studied. 

With change in 

superficial gas 

velocity, 

significant 

change in gas 

holdup was 

observed  

10 Mohadeseh 

Sharifi et 

al(2012) 

2-planes,16 

electrodes, ITS 

P2000 

3-Dimensional qualitative 

analysis demonstrated the 

capability of ERT in detecting 

various undesired situations such 

as inhomogeneitydue to 

concentration, composition and 

temperature imbalances. 

Possible with 

opaque solution 

like milk only 

11 Haibo Jin et 

al(2010) 

2-planes, 16 

electrodes, ITS 

P2000 

ERT application in three phase 

systems is limited to the 

measurement of phase hold-ups. 

Gas hold-ups and solid hold-ups 

increase with an increase in the 

superficial gas velocity increases. 

 

Due to the 

limitation of 

Maxwell 

equation, the 

future work 

should be 

recommended 

to justify the 

accuracy of the 

combined 

technique for 

the three phase 

flow 

measurement. 

Table 2.3.Literature Review of ERT w.r.to Bubble column 

 

2.4) Reconstruction Algorithms:  

The image reconstruction problem in ERT can be considered as an optimization problem. 

The image reconstruction is one of the most important and difficult part of ERT technique. In 

Electrical tomography techniques one needs to reconstruct the internal conductivity (or resistivity) 

profile of an object from boundary measurements of voltages. Mathematically, ERT reconstruction 

problem can be characterized as a non-linear ill-posed inverse problem There have been significant 

advances made in recent years on practical aspects of the reconstruction problem as well as on 
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theoretical aspects[15]. Many reconstruction algorithms, such as Modified Newton-Raphson 

(MNR) algorithm, Back-Projection (BP) algorithm, Sensitivity Coefficient (SC) algorithm, have 

been reported (Jinhua et al, 2010). The choice of image reconstruction algorithm depends on 

accuracy of image and time required for reconstruction. In particular the most implemented 

techniques for reconstruction in ERT are filtered backprojection between equipotent lines (Barber, 

1990); back projection using sensitivity coefficient (Kotre, 1989); perturbation method (Yorkey et 

al.,1987b); double-constraint method (Wexler et al., 1985); Newton–Raphson method (Abdullah 

1993) and the SCG method (Wang, 2002). Recently Broyden-Fletcher- Goldfarb-Shanno 

(MBFGS) algorithm (Jinhua YU et al 2010) is studied by comparing with other algorithms. 

Considering the total variation (TV) functional plays an important role in the regularization of 

inverse problems belonging to many disciplines, after its first introduction by Rudin et al (1992) 

in the image reconstruction area. The stability of the Tikhonov regularization method (TRM) 

algorithm is a bit sensitive to the setting of the starting value of conductivity. The optimal selection 

of the hyper parameter value (𝞼) which is used in TRM provides balance between the accuracy 

and the stability of the solution (Kriz et al, 2009).ITS developed ERT system uses sensitivity back 

projection algorithm to get the conductivity images from the raw voltage measurements. 

 

2.5) Literature review on Image Processing: 

Bubble size measurement has been investigated for many years using a wide variety of 

techniques and approaches. Some methods for the size range include using conductivity probes 

(Lewis et al., 1984; Barigou and Greaves,1996; Svendsen et al., 1998), or fiber optics (Saberi et 

al., 1995; Meernik and Yuen, 1988a,1988b) Electroresitivity, Anemometric Laser. Photographic 

techniques are among the most widely used methods in research on the bubble behavior. In 

particular, non-intrusive high-speed video observations coupled with digital image processing 

can provide valuable information regarding bubble size distribution (BSD).Recorded images (by 

HSV camera), were put into analysis either by the use of own software or commercial product 

(MATLAB). Digital processing of the flow images obtained using high-speed cameras can be 

used to estimate bubble size and velocity distribution and can allow individual bubble tracking. 

Unfortunately, the extraction of information about bubble size, shape and motion becomes more 

and more complicated with increasing gas hold-up as bubbles overlap each other. 
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S.No. Author Application Remarks 

1 Guadalupe Ramos 

Caicedo et al (2003) 

Shape factor and aspect ratio were studied. 

CCD camera with resolution of 758/512 

pixels has used 

 

Gas flowrate must not be 

either too big or too small. 

 

2 P.L.C. Lage et al(1998) 

 

Bubble diameters and gas holdup were 

measured 

 

Can’t go beyond 5 cm/s 

of superficial velocity of 

gas 

 

3 Teklay Weldeabzgi 

Asegehegn et al(2011) 

 

Successfully studied bubble characteristics 

such as bubble 

aspect ratio, shape factor, bubble diameter and 

rise velocity. 

 

 

4 A. Zaruba et 

al(2005) 

 

velocity distribution was studied using high 

speed cam 

 

Experimental results 

shown higher variation. 

 

Table 2.4 Literature Review of Image Processing w.r.to Bubble Column 

. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Procedure & Methodology 

Several experiments were conducted to measure the gas holdup, conductivity profiles, the effect 

of sparger on the performance of bubble column with respect to the design parameters and 

operating conditions with ERT. In order to meet the objectives of this thesis the experimental 

readings are essential. Experiments were conducted in house-made bubble column of 4 inch inner 

diameter and made of acrylic glass to which ERT system is attached. Experiments were conducted 

by using tap water as liquid and compressed air as gas. The experiments were performed with 

different design parameters and operating conditions. The bubbly flow was captured by high speed 

video camera to know the effect of design and operating conditions on gas holdup. The Gas holdup 

profiles were extracted from the ERT system. The obtained results from ERT are validated with 

the image processing data. 

 

3.1)    Bubble Column Experimental setup: 

In the present work, bubble column of 100mm inner diameter and 5mm thickness is used for ERT 

experiments. The dimensions of the bubble column are shown in figure-2 (a). Air is fed into the 

bubble column from the inlet set at bottom of the setup, below the sparger. Water is fed from the 

open top of the bubble column and we were having outlet for water at the bottom of the column. 

After filling the enough water in the bubble column, we stop the supply of water and starts sending 

the air to get the bubbly flow. Feed air flow rate is measured by rotameter connected to the pump 

which we uses to send the air. Four different concentrations of frother usually Methyl Iso-butyl 

Carbinol(MIBC) is added for every 5 different flowrates. Below is the picture of operating bubble 

column with ERT attached. 
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Fig 3.1 Experimental setup of ERT 

 

The following table is for the 4-inch bubble column with water as the liquid and compressed air 

as the gas. The experiments are carried for 3 different spargers of having 1mm, 1.2mm and 1.4mm 

hole diameter. 

S.No. Gas 

Flowrate 

(lpm) 

Sparger 

(mm) 

MIBC(ml) S.No. Gas 

Flowrate 

(lpm) 

Sparger 

(mm) 

MIBC(ml) 

1 2 1 0 26 2 1.2 4 

2 3 1 0 27 3 1.2 4 

3 4 1 0 28 4 1.2 4 

4 5 1 0 29 5 1.2 4 

5 6 1 0 30 6 1.2 4 

6 2 1 1 31 2 1.4 0 

7 3 1 1 32 3 1.4 0 

8 4 1 1 33 4 1.4 0 

9 5 1 1 34 5 1.4 0 

10 6 1 1 35 6 1.4 0 

11 2 1 4 36 2 1.4 1 

12 3 1 4 37 3 1.4 1 
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13 4 1 4 38 4 1.4 1 

14 5 1 4 39 5 1.4 1 

15 6 1 4 40 6 1.4 1 

16 2 1.2 0 41 2 1.4 4 

17 3 1.2 0 42 3 1.4 4 

18 4 1.2 0 43 4 1.4 4 

19 5 1.2 0 44 5 1.4 4 

20 6 1.2 0 45 6 1.4 4 

21 2 1.2 1     

22 3 1.2 1     

23 4 1.2 1     

24 5 1.2 1     

25 6 1.2 1     

Table3.1 Design of experiments 

 

3.2) Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) setup: 

ERT technique is used in the present study to measure the gas holdup profiles and the effect of 

different design parameters and operating conditions of the bubble column on the gas holdup. This 

ERT technique gives the images based on different conductivity of fluids flowing inside the plane. 

It shows different colors for liquid phase and gas phase in the tomographic image. 

The z8000 system is a high speed Electrical Resistance Tomography system that is suitable for 

applications such as pipe flow, flow in reactors and mixers. The instrument is designed based on 

a high-performance dual-plane EIT system with a data acquisition speed of 1000 dual frames per 

second. The ERT setup contains 3 parts known as sensors, DAS (data acquisition system) and the 

host computer. Sensors are connected to cylindrical section of bubble column as shown in figure, 

the part on the other side of the sensors are connected to the DAS. The host computer and DAS 

are connected through the cable. Equally spaced sixteen electrodes (sensors) were fitted on the 

periphery of the bubble column in each plane and there are two planes in the cylindrical section. 

The electrodes are of rectangular shape and are constructed of stainless steel material. All these 

electrodes are connected to the DAS via co-axial cables. The distance between the two planes is 

14cm. 
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AC Current is passed from the data acquisition system to the electrodes. DAS is controlled by 

using the Its tool, software z8000 Electrical Impedance Tomography System, which is installed in 

the host computer. The measurement strategy is very important to know the conductivity 

distribution inside the bubble column through electrodes which are arranged around the boundary. 

Here adjacent electrode strategy is used to get the voltage and conductivity measurements using 

electrodes. Electric current is applied between one pair of electrodes and the resultant voltage 

differences among the remaining 13electrode pairs are measured by DAS. This procedure is then 

repeated for all other possible combinations according to the equation “n*(n-3)/2”, where n is the 

number of electrodes in one plane of sensor. The adjacent strategy for voltage measurement and 

current injection is shown in the following figure-4. 

 

Fig 3.2 Current injection and voltage measurement sequence by adjacent strategy (Randall et al. 2005) 

The host computer is connected to DAS system through the cable. This host computer is used to 

store and collect the data from the DAS system. After obtaining the voltage measurements from 

DAS system, the host computer processes data by using Image Reconstruction Algorithm. 

Sensitivity back projection algorithm and modified sensitivity back projection algorithm are used 

as the image reconstruction algorithm in the host computer to get the conductivity distribution 

inside the two planes. 
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3.3) Experimental procedure: 

Experiments are conducted with the 4 inch bubble column and ERT system attached to it. The 

following picture-1 is the experimental setup of the ERT and bubble column. The process flow 

diagram of bubble column setup is also shown in picture-2. Air is pumped from the compressor to 

the duly filled bubble column with water. Tests were performed to determine the effect of air flow 

rate, sparger and frother addition on gas holdup in the bubble column. Prior to collecting the data 

by ERT, it is necessary to take a reference measurement since the system works on the principle 

of taking measurements and comparing these to known reference measurements. Initially bubble 

column is filled with the tap-water and reference is taken. Now we start sending the air into the 

bubble column, then bubbles start rising in the column and then we add 1 ml of MIBC to know the 

effect of frother. The diameter of the bubble column is 100mm and hole diameter of sparger is 

1mm. For 2lpm air flow rate readings are taken this is repeated for next 2 times in order to get a 

consistent reading or to avoid human errors from the experiments. Data is collected for this 2lpm 

air flowrate by the ERT equipment and the procedure is repeated for 3, 4, 5 and 6 lpm. The same 

procedure is repeated for the 1.2mm and 1.4 mm sparger and also for the 2.5,3,4 ml of frother 

addition. The other design conditions of the bubble column were kept constant. The ERT system 

was employed to measure the conductivity of water and to get the required gas holdup profiles. 

 

3.4) ERT Governing equations: 

Electric field is generated from this strategy is determined from the Maxwell’s equations 

The relationship between the electric field and potential is 

𝐸 = 𝛻𝑢 

Ohm’s law: current density (j) is directly proportional to applied electric field (E) and the 

proportional constant of the equation is called as conductivity (𝞼) 

j = 𝞼E 

From the equation of continuity (Maxwell’s equations) 

∇. j = 0 

Combining the above three equations gives 

∇. (σ∇u) = 0                             [1] 

This governing equation gives is the electrical potential inside the bubble column. 
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In ERT an array of 16 electrodes are attached to wall of the bubble column. Ω and AC current with 

frequency of  1 to 100KHz is applied  and resultant voltages are measured on remaining pair of 

electrodes. The above equation is solved by following boundary conditions. 

1. The net current density through the surface of the electrode has to be equal to the total 

injected current. 

∫ σ
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑛
𝑑𝑠 = 𝐼𝑙                                [2]       

 

2. The surface measured voltages on each electrode consist of voltage on boundary surface 

underneath that   electrode plus voltage drop across the electrode. 

𝑢 + 𝑍𝑙σ
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑛
= 𝑉𝑙                                [3]

 

3. When there is no current entering or leaving between the electrodes gap the current density 

equals to zero. 

σ
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑛
= 0

                                               [4] 

 

Where, 

Vl is surface measured voltage 

Il is injected current into l’th electrode, L is number of electrodes 

Zl   is contact impedance between l’th electrode and object 

The governing equation with above appropriate boundary conditions can be solved by numerical 

method. For complex geometry and boundary conditions finite element method is used for solving 

this equation. 

3.5) Numerical solution of the forward problem: 

Firstly we have to create a variational form or weak form of the original equation. Before getting 

the electric potential inside the domain from the variational form of the governing equation, is 

approximated with the linear combination of piecewise polynomial interpolation functions. 

𝑢(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑢𝑖𝜑𝑖(𝑥) 

𝑁

𝑖

 

Where 
𝜑𝑖 = {

1   𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 𝑖
0           𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

The variational form of the equation is 
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∫ γ ∇. (σ∇u)dV = 0                                         [5] 

Here γ is a test function which is approximated as 

γ (x) = ∑ γ𝑖

𝑁

𝑖

𝜑𝑖(𝑥) 

 

Where 𝜑𝑖 = {
1   𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 𝑖
0           𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

Using vector derivative identity 

∇. (γσ∇u) = γ∇. (σ∇u) + σ∇u. ∇γ 

γ∇. (σ∇u) = ∇. (γσ∇u) − σ∇u. ∇γ 

By substituting the above equation in variational form of the equation [5] 

∫ ∇. (γσ∇u)𝑑𝑉 − ∫(σ∇u. ∇γ)dV = 0                            [6] 

According to the Gauss Divergence theorem to the second term of the left hand side of above 

equation 

∫ σ∇u. ∇γdV = ∫(σ∇u. n)γdS = ∫ σ
∂u

∂n
γ𝑑𝑆

                        [7] 

The right hand side of the equation i.e. Surface integral is divided into two sections area under 

the electrode and area between the electrodes. 

∫ σ
∂u

∂n
γ𝑑𝑆 = ∫ σ

∂u

∂n
γ𝑑𝑆 + ∑ ∫ σ

∂u

∂n
γ𝑑𝑆𝐿

𝑙=1                             [8] 

From the boundary condition equation [4] the first term of right hand side the of the equation 

becomes zero then the equation [8] becomes 

∫ σ∇u. ∇γdV = ∑ ∫ σ
∂u

∂n
γ𝑑𝑆𝐿

𝑙=1                                                [9]   

From the given boundary condition [3] 

σ
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑛
=

(𝑉𝑙 − 𝑢)

𝑍𝑙
 

Substituting the above expression in the equation [9] 

∫(σ∇u. ∇γ)dV = ∑ ∫
(𝑉𝑙−𝑢)

𝑍𝑙
γ𝑑𝑆𝐿

𝑙=1
                            [10]  

Putting the test functions and electric potential approximations in the equation [10] 

∑ ∫(σ∇𝜑𝑖. ∇𝜑𝑗)dV +𝑁
𝑖=1 ∑ ∫

1

𝑍𝑙
𝜑𝑖𝜑𝑗

𝐿
𝑙=1 𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑖 − ∑ ∫

1

𝑍𝑙
𝜑𝑖

𝐿
𝑙=1 𝑑𝑆𝑉𝑙 = 0

         [11] 

From the boundary condition equation [2] 
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∫
(𝑉𝑙 − 𝑢)

𝑍𝑙
𝑑𝑠 = 𝐼𝑙 

∫
𝑉𝑙

𝑍𝑙
𝑑𝑠 − ∑{∫

1

𝑍𝑙
𝜑𝑖

𝐿

𝑙=1

𝑑𝑆}𝑢𝑖 = 𝐼𝑙 

1

𝑍𝑙
(𝑒𝑙)𝑉𝑙 −

1

𝑍𝑙
∑ {∫ 𝜑𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑆}𝑢𝑖 = 𝐼𝑙

                    [12] 

Where el is electrode area and the conductivity which is the above equation is approximated as a 

piecewise constant basis function on each control volume 

σ = ∑ σ𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝜑𝛽𝑖(𝑥) 

Where 

𝛽𝑖 = {
1   𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖
0     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

}
 

By using this approximation for conductivity, conductivity can be taken outside of the integral for 

the above equation. For a set of current injection patterns the above equations can be written as a 

set of linear equations 

     [
𝐴1 + 𝐴2 𝐴3

𝐴3𝑇 𝐴4
] [

𝑈
𝑉𝐿

] = [
0
𝐼𝐾]  

                           [13] 

Where 

𝐴1(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ ∫(σ∇𝜑𝑖. ∇𝜑𝑗)dV = ∑ σ𝑘 ∫(∇𝜑𝑖. ∇𝜑𝑗)

𝑘

𝑘=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑑𝑉 

𝐴2(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑
1

𝑍𝑙
∫ 𝜑𝑖𝜑𝑗

𝐿

𝑙=1

𝑑𝑆 

𝐴3(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ ∫
1

𝑍𝑙
𝜑𝑖

𝐿

𝑙=1

𝑑𝑆 

𝐴4(𝑖, 𝑗) = {
1

𝑍𝑙
⁄ (𝑒𝑙)          𝑖 = 𝑗

     0             𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

Ik   is the vector of injected currents 

U vector of nodal voltages 

VL is vector of electrode voltages 
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The above equation [13] can be written in reduced form as   

𝐴𝑢 = 𝑏 

Where ‘A’ is a global stiffness matrix, ‘u’ represents the Potentials at nodes and ‘b’ represents the 

boundary current. In this way calculating the potential values at nodes from given conductivity 

distribution and currents is known as the forward problem. Finding the conductivity distribution 

from the given boundary voltages and currents is called as inverse problem. 

 

3.6) Inverse problem: 

To determine the conductivity distribution σ from a finite number of boundary voltage 

measurements is known as inverse problem. ERT reconstruction problem is a non-linear ill-posed 

inverse problem.However a problem is said to be an ill posed problem when that particular problem 

has not having the at least three conditions (uniqueness, stability and existence). Special techniques 

must be used to recover a stable solution. Small changes in boundary measured voltages can cause 

large error in estimating the conductivity profiles. Minimization of squared norm of the difference 

between measured boundary voltages and calculated boundary voltages by using numerical 

methods is an important task of image reconstruction algorithm of ERT. In order to obtain the 

stable solution optimization process adopts particular techniques. This process is known as 

regularization. 

The linear back projection algorithm back projects the voltage measurements to conductivity 

values within the pixels for all possible current injection and voltage measurement combinations 

using the sensitivity map calculated by the FEM. The calculation of A is obtained from the 

perturbation of power approach which is used to calculate the A1. The A1 is also known as 

Jacobian matrix. The calculation of this matrix is used in the image reconstruction technique. The 

simplest method to implement image reconstruction technique is linear back projection algorithm 

which is suggested by Kotre (1989). In Kotre’s linear back-projection method, the normalized 

transpose of the Jacobian is applied to voltage difference data, yielding the conductivity update. 

Kotre approximated the inverse of the Jacobian matrix with its transpose. 

𝑑σ = 𝐽𝑇𝑑𝑣 

Another technique for solving the EIT inverse problem is Tikhonov regularization, where a priori 

information is incorporated into the algorithm, the solution obtained via the prior information 

included. A linear Tikhonov regularized Gauss-Newton solution is shown in below 
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𝛿σ = (𝐽𝑇𝐽 + ⍺2𝐿𝑇𝐿)−1(𝐽𝑇𝐽 + ⍺2𝐿𝑇𝐿(σ𝑟𝑒𝑓 − σ𝑜) 

4. Where L is a smoothing matrix containing the a priori information, α is the regularization 

(Tikhonov) 

Parameter and   σ𝑟𝑒𝑓 is conductivity distribution containing known geometric structures. 

Total variation regularization is one technique to permit image regularization without imposing 

smoothing. To avoid the smoothing for medical and process imaging total variation technique is 

used. 
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Chapter 4 

ERT data analysis 

 

4.1) EIDORS  

EIDORS (Electrical Impedance and Diffuse Optical tomography Reconstruction Software) is an 

open source software that provides free reconstruction algorithms for forward and inverse 

modelling for Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) and Diffusion based Optical Tomography 

in medical and industrial settings. The original EIDORS (initial version) software is based on the 

thesis of Vaukhonen (1997). EIDORS implemented a MATLAB package for two-dimensional 

mesh generation, solving the forward problem and reconstruction of the images. Several utility 

functions are provided to create common electrode and stimulation configurations. This format 

specifies the electrode positions, contact impedances, and stimulation and measurement patterns, 

and all supported algorithms are able to reconstruct images based on data provided. EIDORS 

software consists of four primary objects: data, image, forward model and inverse model. Each 

object is represented by a structure (Adler et al). All objects have the properties of a name and 

type. The name is arbitrary; it is displayed by the graphics functions, and could also be useful to 

distinguish objects in a user specified function. The type is used to identify the object type (i.e. 

data, image etc.). The most complex EIDORS object is the forward model, which is designed to 

represent the finite element model (FEM), electrode positions and properties, and stimulation 

patterns, as well as the pointers to functions to solve the forward problem on this model. So 

EIDORS online software package is adopted in this thesis in order to get the quantitative 

information and to do the mesh refining of the required planes.  This EIDORS software package 

has number of MATLAB programs for various applications which is useful for refining of mesh 

and to reconstruct the image using various quantitative reconstruction algorithms other than the 

MSBP which is used in the ITS tool suite. 
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4.2) Raw data from ITS Tool suite 

4.2.1) Calibration: 

To prove that ERT is giving correct values of conductivity we have compared the readings of ERT 

with the readings of  conductivity probe at different concentrations of salt solutions of  0%, 1 %, 

3% and 5 %(wt/vol).We found the measurements of conductivity are almost same in both the ERT 

and Conductivity probe. The below figure gives us a clear idea about this. 

 

 

Fig 4.2.1 ERT Calibration 

Using the adjacent measurement strategy of ERT to know the conductivity distribution inside the 

bubble column through electrodes which are arranged around the boundary. To know the 

conductivity value from the ERT, the data extracted from ITS toolsuite was used. An excel sheet 

was extracted from the time averaged tomogram which gives us the conductivity value of the 

mixture present in the bubble column and required excel sheets were extracted from the same 

tomogram to know the conductivity values at different positions along the cross section of bubble 

column where the cross section was represented by image reconstruction grid in the fig4.2.5 

4.2.2) Voltage measurements: 

Data was recorded at the 2000-2500 frames for every design and operating condition. Data was 

recorded using ITS z8000 system which helps us to record voltage measurements in the form of 

tomograms. Then after the data recording was finished voltage measurements were extracted from 

the tomogram which must be averaged to minimize errors in measurements, in the form of an excel 

sheet. 104 Voltage measurements were extracted from the tomogram in the form of an excel sheet. 

This excel sheet extracted from ITS toolsuite were used as input file in the EIDORS MATLAB 

package to calculate the conductivity distribution. The following figure was obtained from the 
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ERT system showing the reference voltage measurements, actual voltage measurements, and 

relative change between the reference and actual measurements. The vertical axis indicates voltage 

measurements (mv). The horizontal axis indicates the different electrodes pairs used for 

measurements from 1 to 13. P1 and P2 represents the two planes of the ERT system. 

 

 

Fig 4.2.2 voltage measurements of Bubble column at two planes of cylindrical section by using ERT 

 

4.2.3) Conductivity Tomogram 

The mean conductivity tomogram was extracted to know the conductivity distribution across the 

plane-1 and plane-2 of ERT system along the cylindrical section of bubble column. Plane-1 and 

plane-2 are divided into 20x20 elements, where as some of the elements are out of the flow domain. 

So, only 316 elements were taken into consideration in such a way as shown in fig 4.2.5.The 

following figure represents the conductivity distribution across the bubble column across the two 

planes where electrodes are mounted internally to the wall of the cylindrical section of the bubble 

column. The figure shown was the image reconstructed by ERT system using Modified Sensitivity 

Back Projection (MSBP) algorithm which is the default algorithm used by ERT system to 

reconstruct the images. 
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Figure 4.2.3 Mean Conductivity Tomogram 

4.2.4) Concentration Tomogram 

The concentration tomogram was extracted to know the concentration distribution across the 

plane-1 and plane-2 of the cylindrical section in bubble column. The following figure represents 

the concentration distribution inside the bubble column across the two planes where electrodes 

were mounted internally to the wall of the cylindrical section of the bubble column. 

 

Figure 4.2.4 Mean Concentration tomogram 

 

Volume fraction or concentration of air (non-conductive phase) is calculated by using Maxwell 

equation which is given as below [6] 

⍺ =
2(σ1−σmc)

σmc+2σ1
 

Volume fraction or concentration of water (conductive phase) is calculated by using the following 

Maxwell equation [6] 

⍺ =
2(σ1−σmc)+σ2−(

σmcσ2
σ1

)

σmc−
σmcσ2

σ1
+2(σ1−σ2))

 

Where ⍺ is volume fraction of dispersed phase 
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𝞼1 is the conductivity of continuous phase i.e. water. 

𝞼2 is the conductivity of dispersed phase i.e. compressed air . 

𝞼mc is the reconstructed measured conductivity which is obtained from the conductivity 

tomogram. 

4.2.5) Image reconstruction grid 

Modified Sensitivity Back Projection algorithm is the reconstruction algorithm used in the ITS 

tool suite to reconstruct the images which results in tomograms. The mesh grid in this algorithm 

is 20X20 which results in a rectangular plane. As Circular plane is needed for bubble column some 

of those elements were removed as the sensors were in circular arrangement around the column. 

The following image is the mesh grid of the circular plane. 

 

Fig 4.2.5 Image reconstruction grid 

Conductivity tomograms obtained from the ERT systems for three different sparger diameters with 

different air flow rates is shown in the following figure. The results are following the theoretical 

trend qualitatively but not quantitatively. 
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Fig.4.2.5(a) Conductivity tomograms for different spargers obtained from ITS Toolsuite 

Data extracted from the ITS Tool suite is very diffusive in nature as MSBP reconstruction 

algorithm in ERT system uses coarse mesh. As the qualitative image reconstruction algorithm is 

used in ITS toolsuite, the information obtained from this gives only qualitative information. The 

reconstruction algorithms used in the ITS tool suite is limited. . So mesh refinement is not possible 

with the ITS toolsuite. So EIDORS online software package is adopted in this thesis in order to 

get the quantitative information and to do the mesh refining of the plane.  This EIDORS software 

package has number of MATLAB programs for various applications which is useful for refining 

of mesh and all. The measured boundary voltages can be obtained from the domain conductivity 

which has uniform conductivity throughout the plane. These voltages are calculated from 

governing equation of the ERT system by using finite element method technique. Thus calculating 

nodal voltages of domain from the known current injection is known as forward problem. The 

EIDORS software has various mesh sizes for a domain. Using the FEM technique, the EIDORS 

software calculates the nodal voltages as well as boundary voltages. These boundary voltages are 

used to get the conductivity values at each node for non-homogeneous system. The EIDORS 

software has following mesh sizes for calculating the forward problem of the ERT system. 
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S.No File name No of elements 

1 a2C 64 

2 b2C 256 

3 c2C 576 

4 d2C 1024 

5 e2C 1600 

6 f2C 2304 

7 g2C 3136 

8 h2C 4096 

9 i2C 5184 

10 j2C 6400 

Table 4.2.5 Number of elements for each mesh size 

From the known surface voltage measurements calculating the conductivity values is known as 

inverse problem. For solving the inverse problem of ERT system image reconstruction algorithm 

is used. Number of image reconstruction algorithms is available in the EIDORS software. The 

following three image reconstruction algorithms are used to reconstruct the conductivity images 

1. Tikhonov regularization 

2. GN one step algorithm 

3. Total variation algorithm   

4.3) Sample data analysis: 

Data analysis is done by using data set of five different air flowrates and sparger diameter of 

1mm.The number of frames collected by using ERT system is 2500frames, voltage measurement 

was taken by making the average of the frames. These average voltages were given as an input file 

into MATLAB program which is generated by the functions and programmes from the EIDORS 

tool box from the MATLAB. 

4.3.1) Effect of mesh on gas holdup: 

The voltages generated from the averaging of the collected frames from the ERT system are used 

to get the conductivity distribution for different types of mesh. The mesh is used for calculation of 

conductivity and voltages by using the FEM technique.  The following images are for different 

mesh sizes. From the following images we can observe that coarse mesh of b2C has high diffusive 

nature compared to other type of mesh sizes. From the f2C type mesh, diffusive nature of 

conductivity is very less. 
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Fig 4.3.1 Effect of Mesh size on gas holdup  

The conductivity plots across the radial position of the plane across the bubble column were plotted 

for various mesh sizes. It is found that the diffusive nature of conductivity is low for fine mesh 

when compared to the coarse mesh. So by increasing the mesh size, diffusive nature of the 

conductivity decreases. We have to select the optimum mesh size so that if you increase the mesh 

size the effect of diffusive nature is not observed. Optimum mesh size has to be selected to remove 

the effect of diffusive nature of conductivity. 
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Fig 4.3.1(a) Radial conductivity profiles for different mesh sizes 

4.3.2) Effect of Image Reconstruction Algorithm (IRA): 

In this section we are discussing the effect of image reconstruction algorithm on the conductivity 

data of ERT. Firstly I am presenting the ERT tomogram for 5lpm which is reconstructed with the 

Modified Sensitivity Back Projection algorithm (MSBP) which is the default algorithm used by 

ITS tool suite to reconstruct the image. Then used this data in EIDORS to reconstruct the image 

by using different algorithms to know the effect of reconstruction algorithms. 

 

Fig 4.3.2 Tomogram obtained from ERT at 5lpm air flowrate 
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Fig 4.3.2(a) Conductivity Profiles obtained from ERT at 5lpm air flowrate 

GN-one step, Tikhonov regularization and Total Variation image reconstruction algorithms are 

used to get the conductivity tomograms from the surface voltages. Compared the tomographic 

image obtained by these algorithms by ITS tool suit for 5lpm air flowrate and for 1mm sparger 

diameter of bubble column. The conductivity profiles were plotted for these three different image 

reconstruction algorithms.  

  

 Fig 4.3.2(b) Tomograms obtained from EIDORS for different IRA  

The conductivity distribution across the radial position of the bubble column was plotted for 2lpm 

air flowrate and 1mm sparger diameter is used. The conductivity profiles are compared with the 

three different image reconstruction algorithms. From the graph total variation and Tikhonov 

regularization algorithms are less diffusive in nature compared to the GN one step algorithm. 
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Fig 4.3.2(c) Radial Conductivity profiles for different IRA 
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Chapter 5 

Results & Discussions:  

In this chapter we focus on the results that were analyzed from the ERT and High speed video 

camera (HSVC) experiments. Variation of gas holdup with respect to the mesh size and image 

reconstruction algorithm were observed and the final conductivity tomograms were extracted using 

the EIDORS software. The effect of mesh and image reconstruction algorithm on gas holdup were 

discussed for one case that was used in chapter-4 of data analysis. Also the data is being analyzed 

for the bubble column operation for different design parameters and operating conditions in terms 

of the gas holdup.  

5.1) Effect of mesh quality on gas holdup: 

Here we are discussing the effect of mesh size on gas holdup for different flowrates and for 

different image reconstruction algorithms. The following results are acquired for 1mm sparger 

hole diameter. For every mesh size the tomograms are extracted for different operating conditions 

varying air flowrate from 2lpm to 6lpm. It is observed that the gas holdup varies with the mesh 

size. The effect of mesh size on conductivity distribution can be observed from the following 

results. Due to high numerical diffusivity of conductivity in case of coarse mesh, conductivity 

distribution is changed. The diffusivity of conductivity is low for fine mesh. The effect of mesh 

size for the f2C type which is having 2304 elements is negligible. So from these many types of 

mesh sizes the optimum mesh size can be selected as “f2C”, consist 2034 elements. 
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Fig 5.1 Effect of mesh for 1mm sparger w.r.t air feed flowrate 
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5.2) The effect of image reconstruction algorithms: 

The effect of image reconstruction algorithms in extracting the conductivity tomograms has been 

shown in figure below with respect to different air flowrates. The tomograms are extracted for 

three different image reconstruction algorithms using EIDORS and Matlab. By using the three 

different algorithms namely Gauss Newton (GN), Tikhonov, Total Variation (TV) the conductivity 

tomograms are reconstructed for various design and operating conditions of the bubble column. 

The extracted tomograms shown here are for 1mm diameter of sparger with different operating 

conditions of air feed flowrate (2,3,4,5 and 6lpm respectively) are compared with three different 

image reconstruction algorithms. The tomograms extracted from the Total Variation regularization 

algorithm and Tikhonov regularization algorithm are having minimum diffusivity of conductivity 

profiles as compared to the Guass Newton one step algorithm. 

 

Fig 5.2 Effect of IRA for 1mm sparger w.r.t air feed flowrate 

 

Fig 5.2.1 Radial Conductivity profiles obtained using TV algorithm 
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5.3) The effect of surfactant addition: 

In this work surfactant was used for better determination of controlled bubble size and their 

characteristics. These studies are also used to know how the surfactant effects the gas holdup with 

respect to gas feed flowrate. Methyl Iso Butyl Carbinol (MIBC) was used as surfactant and 

experiments were conducted with three different concentrations of MIBC for three different 

spargers. Following are the ERT results obtained and one can observe that gas holdup value keeps 

on increasing with increase in gas feed flowrate. MIBC at low concentration (MIBC_LC) refers 

the 1ml addition of MIBC to the water present in the bubble column. MIBC at higher concentration 

(MIBC_HC) refers the 4ml addition of surfactant. MSBP reconstruction algorithm was used to 

determine the gas holdup values at different flowrates using the conductivity data obtained from 

ITS toolsuite. Gas holdup was calculated using the Maxwell equations mentioned in chapter 4.One 

can observe that the gas holdup value keeps on increasing with the addition of MIBC, this is 

because the rise velocity of bubbles decreases by increasing the surfactant concentration which 

results in decrease in surface tension [21]. 

 

 

Fig 5.3.1 Effect of surfactant for 1mm sparger 
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Fig 5.3.2 Effect of surfactant for 1.2mm sparger 

 

 

Fig 5.3.3 Effect of surfactant for 1.4mm sparger 

From the above figures it was observed that after the 4lpm gas feed flowrate the gas holdup values 

are getting closer for all the different concentrations of surfactant.so below the 4lpm air flowrate 

surfactant has the influence on gas holdup, whereas higher gas velocity addition of surfactant 

increases the number of bubble. So addition of surfactant results in an increase in number of 

bubbles as surfactant helps to control the coalescence of bubbles resulting in smaller size of 

bubbles. Bubbles tend to become smaller with decreasing surface tension of water. Therefore, 

presence of surfactant increases the gas hold-up.  
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5.4) The effect of Sparger: 

In this section effect of sparger is discussed with different concentrations of surfactant addition to 

water in the bubble column. Here higher concentration of surfactant refers the addition of 4ml of 

Methyl Iso Butyl Carbinol (MIBC) to water and lower concentration of surfactant refers the 

addition of 1ml of MIBC. Effect of sparger without addition of MIBC was also presnted. From the 

graph one can observe that with increase in sparger diameter results in increase of gas holdup. 

 

 

Fig 5.4.1 Effect of Sparger for higher concentration of surfactant 

 

 

Fig 5.4.2 Effect of Sparger for lower concentration of surfactant 
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Fig 5.4.1 Effect of Sparger for zero concentration of surfactant 

 

5.5) Results from High Speed Video Camera : 

Here we’ve recorded the flow of the bubble column using Photron high speed video camera at the 

same experimental conditions which we had used for ERT experiments. The images captured were 

analyzed to know the bubble size distribution for different flowrates. High speed video camera 

captures the video from which we took snapshots and used them for data analysis. The images of 

the captured bubbles were analysed using a MATLAB program to perform a quantitative analysis 

of the images in order to obtain data on the sizes, shapes and orientations of the bubbles. 

 

Fig5.5 Experimental setup of HSVC 
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5.5.1) Data analysis of High speed video camera: 

We capture the video of the flow by using the high speed camera and then the video is converted 

into images and then the resultant image was used to get the required data. As mentioned before a 

MATLAB programme was used to find out the bubble size distribution by giving the recorded 

image as the input file to MATLAB program which gives us the information regarding size from 

the image based on the edge detection method. The process is described in the following steps: 

1. Calibrating pixels: The length of the projected area was given in mm as the projected area was 

measured with scale during experimentation  

2. Now six points were selected on the surface edges of bubbles. From analytic geometry, an ellipse 

can be defined by a specific set of five points: (x,y) to obtain parameters a,b,c,d and e in the ellipse 

equation ax2+bxy+cy2+dx+ex+1=0 

3. Six points in the bubble edge were taken and a best fit of the 5 parameters was conducted to 

represent the ellipse. 

4. The analysis yielded the long, a, short, b, axes and orientation angle,θ. 

The volume-equivalent diameter approach was used to calculate the bubble diameter. It was 

assumed that the bubble depth was equal to the long axis, a, so the bubble volume equation might 

be expressed as follows i.e. an oblate spheroid. V=(4π/3)a2b 

Thus, the volume – equivalent diameter, de, is expressed as de =2(a2b)(1/3) 

It was difficult in some parts of the image to identify the edge of the bubble because of their fast 

movement. Another disadvantage of the imaging analysis is that, with the bubbles close to the wall 

of the column, only the edge of the bubbles can be captured. So we compare this with ERT 

technique as the electrodes in this method were mounted on boundary of wall of column. Bubble 

size distribution curves were compared with the ERT data to know the compatibility of ERT 

experiments. Videos were recorded at the rate of 5400 frames per second and with resolution of 

1024x1024. Following is the typical image captured using high speed video camera for 5lpm gas 

flowrate. 
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Fig 5.5.1 Image captured using HSVC at 5lpm air feed flowrate 

Images were captured for different gas flowrates of 2,3,4,5 and 6 lpm and bubble size distribution 

was obtained for different flowrates and observed that bubbles are more in central region of bubble 

column. Following is the image in which bubbles were marked after giving the image as input file 

in the Matlab tool using Matlab imaging analysis codes. 

 

Fig 5.5.2 Marking of bubbles using MATLAB programme at 5lpm air feed flowrate 
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Fig 5.5.3 Bubble size distribution obtained from HSVC experiments 

From the plot above we have observed that bubble frequency at the central region of bubble column 

got increased with increase in gas flow rate. The same graph above was represented as bar 

diagrams at each gas feed flowrate below.  

 

 

Fig 5.5.4 Bubble size distribution at 2lpm gas feed flowrate obtained from HSVC experiments 
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Fig 5.5.5 Bubble size distribution at 3lpm gas feed flowrate obtained from HSVC experiments 

 

 

Fig 5.5.6 Bubble size distribution at 4lpm gas feed flowrate obtained from HSVC experiments 
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Fig 5.5.7 Bubble size distribution at 5lpm gas feed flowrate obtained from HSVC experiments 

As air feed flowrate increases, large bubbles disappear and smaller bubbles prevail. However, the 

large bubbles are only observed at low gas feed flowrate. The size estimated from image processing 

supported this observation. Above bar diagrams gives us a clear idea about it. 
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Chapter 6 

Validation of ERT data 

The obtained conductivity profiles and gas holdup profiles from ERT are compared with the results 

derived from the high speed video camera. Results for 1mm sparger with no addition of MIBC and 

for different gas flowrates are compared in fig 6.1. It has been observed that bubble size 

distribution is more at central region of bubble column and gas holdup value increases with the 

increase of gas feed flowrate. Almost the same trend was observed with the ERT data obtained 

and percentage of error was estimated as 36.146 %.Also compared the ERT results of 1.2mm 

sparger and 1.4mm sparger with the results of high speed video camera for the same size of 

spargers and error percentage was estimated as 47.29% and 68.79% for respective spargers. 

 

 

 

Fig 6.1 Validation of ERT Gas holdup profiles with Image Processing for 1mm Sparger 
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Fig 6.2 Validation of ERT Gas holdup profiles with Image Processing for 1.2 mm sparger 

 

 

Fig 6.3 Validation of ERT Gas holdup profiles with Image Processing for 1.4 mm sparger 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

In this thesis the gas holdup was measured using the ERT system, EIDORS software and High 

speed video camera technique. The qualitative gas holdup profiles were obtained by ERT system. 

The gas holdup profiles using three different image reconstruction algorithms were extracted using 

EIDORS software. Numerical solution to the forward problem of the ERT system was presented.  

MATLAB programs were written by us to extract the conductivity profiles of fluid flowing inside 

the bubble column along the various radial positions at ERT planes by giving the boundary voltage 

data as input which was obtained from the DAS system of ERT. The obtained radial conductivity 

profiles from the EIDORS software were used to get the gas holdup profiles. The measured gas 

holdup profiles by Image Processing and gas holdup profiles obtained by the ERT system shows 

qualitative agreement with theoretical trends. The bubble size distribution was obtained using high 

speed video camera for various operating and design conditions of bubble column. The gas holdup 

with respect to different flowrates and for various sparger diameters were plotted. With increase 

in the feed gas flow rate the gas holdup keeps on increasing, was investigated through the ERT 

and EIDORS. 

 

Future Work: 

 Measuring the bubble size distribution by developing new MATLAB code which should 

auto detect the bubbles in the image given. 

 New algorithms can be implemented to measure accurate conductivity distributions inside 

the bubble column using ERT system. 

 Development of CFD model and validating with respect to ERT data. 
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Appendix 

Following are the tables of experimental readings from ERT for three different spargers. 

 

Table A.1 Experimental readings and calculations for 1mm sparger 

 

Table A.2 Experimental readings and calculations for 1.2mm sparger 
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Table A.3 Experimental readings and calculations for 1.4mm sparger 

 


